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Single image Fourier ring correlation
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Abstract: We address resolution assessment for (light super-resolution) microscopy imaging.
In modalities where imaging is not diffraction limited, correlation between two noise independent
images is the standard way to infer the resolution. Here we take away the need for two
noise independent images by computationally splitting one image acquisition into two noise
independent realizations. This procedure generates two Poisson noise distributed images if the
input is Poissonian distributed. As most modern cameras are shot-noise limited this procedure is
directly applicable. However, also in the presence of readout noise we can compute the resolution
faithfully via a correction factor. We evaluate our method on simulations and experimental
data of widefield microscopy, STED microscopy, rescan confocal microscopy, image scanning
microscopy, conventional confocal microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. In all
situations we find that using one image instead of two results in the same computed image
resolution.

Published by Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title,
journal citation, and DOI.

1. Introduction

Abbe’s diffraction limit, restricting the resolution of an imaging system to lengths scales on
the order of λ/NA, with λ the wavelength and NA the Numerical Aperture of the imaging
system, has been the cornerstone of optical imaging systems for over a century. The advent of
super-resolution microscopy has resulted in numerous ways to circumvent the diffraction limit
[1–4]. This has raised the question how the resolution should be assessed if the diffraction
limit is no longer appropriate. Several years ago we have proposed the concept of Fourier
Ring Correlation (FRC) for optical imaging and in particular for single molecule localization
microscopy (SMLM) [5], which checks the internal consistency of the image across all length
scales. Initially Fourier Ring or Shell Correlation was introduced for electron microscopy (EM)
[6,7] to assess resolution because the imaging system is not diffraction limited but signal-to-noise
limited. The correlation approach needs two noise independent image of the same object, and is
computed from the correlation between these two images, averaged over rings or shells in Fourier
space. This correlation is high at a certain spatial frequency when signal dominates and low
when noise dominates. The image resolution is defined as the length scale where the correlation
level drops below a suitably defined threshold value. This threshold is usually taken to be 1/7.
This value has been derived accounting for the 50% Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) in the two
images [8]. This approach works well with SMLM, as then there is a natural way to generate
two independent images, i.e. splitting the time series dataset by simply grouping the total set of
localization events in two sub-groups. Also in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
this approach works well as modern cameras acquire many frames at high frame rate and the
actual image is an average of this.

The FRC has also been applied to conventional widefield fluorescence microscopy by us [5],
and to STimulated Emission Depletion (STED) in Ref. [9], but has the obvious drawback for
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those modalities that two images must be taken. This drawback pertains to other modalities such
as Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) [10] as well. This is inconvenient from a practical
point of view. Recently, a checkerboard type of image splitting approach has been proposed
for evaluating the FRC from a "single" image [11]. In this approach each pixel of the image is
assigned to one of two images based on a checkerboard-like geometry. The drawback of this
method is that it requires large oversampling (pixel density twice above the Nyquist limit), or at
least a sufficiently low SNR at small length scales such that the derived FRC resolution is well
above the sampling distance. In fact, this method does not deal with two identical images that
only deviate in noise, but only approximately due to the pixel assignment.

A different method to evaluate the resolution from a single image is the decorrelation analysis
of Ref. [22]. They perform a phase autocorrelation for a series of filtered images and from this
determine the highest spatial frequency present at a sufficient SNR. For this analysis to be reliable
the visualization of the image data is important and affects the outcome in cases where no natural
visualisation is present in terms of pixels as with SMLM. In addition, the decorrelation analysis
is not available for 3D images, nor can it assess if the resolution is isotropic.

Here, we propose a single image splitting procedure that overcomes the drawbacks of the
checkerboard method and enables the use of FRC on one image. Our procedure makes use of a
single image acquisition, works for any sampling density, and is straightforward to apply. The
main idea is to create two noise independent images from one image by randomly splitting each
pixel value into two smaller values according to the binomial distribution. In this manner the
Poisson distribution of the input image data is maintained in the two image halves. The method
relies on the fact that modern day sCMOS or EMCCD cameras are shot noise limited.

The contents of this paper are as follows. In section 2 we introduce the random binomial data
splitting method, and in section 3 we evaluate its performance on simulation data. In section
4 we test the method on widefield microscopy data, on data acquired with STED microscopy,
and use it to compare Rescan Confocal Microscopy (RCM) [12] to Image Scanning Microscopy
(ISM) [13] and conventional confocal scanning microscopy. We also demonstrate the validity
of the method for Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) data. The paper is concluded in
section 5 with a summary of the conclusions and with an outlook on other applications of the
random binomial data splitting method.

2. Theory

2.1. Random binomial data splitting

In the limit in which shot noise dominates over other noise sources such as readout noise, we can
split an image into two noise independent halves. The noise in the two halves follows Poisson
statistics, just like the noise in the original image. This approach was suggested by York [14], our
proof below is based on Fried [15], and the important steps are reproduced here.

Consider first a single Poisson random variable n with rate µ, e.g. the photon count of a single
pixel of an image. The observed photon count n is split in two parts n = n1 + n2 according to
binomial statistics with success probability p. We will use p = 0.5 later, but the value of p is
irrelevant for the proof. Note that this splitting allows to create "true" observations with lower
photon count than an actual image by adjusting the success probability p. This procedure might
be of interest for learning based approaches as you can generate suitable training images in silicio.

Starting with the Poisson probability distribution:

PPoisson (n|µ) =
e−µµn

n!
, (1)

and the binomial distribution with success probability p:

Pbinomial (n1, n2 |n1 + n2, p) =
(n1 + n2)!

n1!n2!
pn1 (1 − p)n2 , (2)
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the probability of observing parts n1 and n2 given the original Poisson-rate µ and the binomial
success probability p follows as:

P (n1, n2 |µ, p) = Pbinomial (n1, n2 |n1 + n2, p)PPoisson (n1 + n2 |µ)

=
(n1 + n2)!

n1!n2!
pn1 (1 − p)n2 e−µµn1+n2

(n1 + n2)!

=
e−pµ (pµ)n1

n1!
e−(1−p)µ ((1 − p) µ)n2

n2!
= PPoisson (n1 |pµ)PPoisson (n2 | (1 − p) µ) .

(3)

This proves that the split variables n1 and n2 independently satisfy Poisson statistics with rates
pµ and (1 − p) µ.

Taking p = 0.5 and applying the random binomial splitting procedure per pixel we can split an
entire image E = {nk}, with nk the observed photon count of pixel k = 1, . . .K, with K the total
number of pixels. The two resulting noise independent images are E1 =

{︂
n(1)k

}︂
and E2 =

{︂
n(2)k

}︂
.

Applying the Fourier Transform (FT) to the two images E1 and E2 gives Ê1 and Ê2. These can be
used to compute the FRC [5] for a single image E by splitting it into E1 and E2 by the above
procedure. We term this "1FRC":

1FRC =
⟨︁
Re

{︁
Ê1 · Ê∗

2
}︁⟩︁√︃⟨︂|︁|︁Ê1

|︁|︁2⟩︂ ⟨︂|︁|︁Ê2
|︁|︁2⟩︂ , (4)

where the brackets indicate the averaging over rings in Fourier space. The image resolution can
subsequently be assessed by thresholding the 1FRC curve at the value 1/7. Note that this image
resolution value pertains to the image resolution of the input image E, not to the image resolution
of the two image halves E1 and E2. Repeating the random binomial data splitting procedure (with
p = 0.5) several times gives each time different images E1 and E2 with a different resolution and
therefore we can use this to quantify the uncertainty in the 1FRC curve and the image resolution.

2.2. Spectral signal-to-noise-ratio

The two FTs of the split images can also be used to find the Spectral Signal-to-Noise-Ratio
(SSNR) [7]. The FTs have a mean:

M̂ =
Ê1 + Ê2

2
, (5)

and a variance:
V̂ =

|︁|︁Ê1 − M̂
|︁|︁2 + |︁|︁Ê2 − M̂

|︁|︁2 = 1
2
|︁|︁Ê1 − Ê2

|︁|︁2 . (6)

The spectral noise variance in the original image Ê = Ê1 + Ê2 follows:

N̂ = 2V̂ =
|︁|︁Ê1 − Ê2

|︁|︁2 . (7)

The spectral signal power of the original image is then given by:

Ŝ =
|︁|︁Ê|︁|︁2 − N̂ =

|︁|︁Ê1 + Ê2
|︁|︁2 − |︁|︁Ê1 − Ê2

|︁|︁2 , (8)

and the SSNR as:

SSNR =
Ŝ
N̂
=

|︁|︁Ê1 + Ê2
|︁|︁2|︁|︁Ê1 − Ê2
|︁|︁2 − 1 =

4Re
{︁
Ê1 · Ê∗

2
}︁|︁|︁Ê1 − Ê2

|︁|︁2 . (9)
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By averaging over rings in Fourier space the 1FRC may be related to the SSNR by [7]:

1FRC ≈
⟨SSNR⟩

1 + ⟨SSNR⟩
. (10)

This relation may be used to relate the 1FRC curve to an overall assessment of noise and
signal-to-noise ratio from a single image.

2.3. Raikov test

A theorem related to the above proof is Raikov’s theorem [16], which states that if the sum of
two independent random variables is Poisson distributed, then each of the two random variables
is too. In fact, this theorem can be used to assess if all the pixels in an image follow Poissonian
statistics, by analyzing the sum signal over all pixels. An experimental Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the total signal can be measured by repeated imaging, and comparison to
the Poissonian CDF by, e.g., a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test enables an assessment of the
Poissonian nature of the imaging process.

2.4. Influence of readout noise and incorrect gain offset estimation

Implicitly we assumed that no other noise sources than Poisson noise are present in our input
image. This is required in order to faithfully split an image into two while preserving the Poisson
statistics in both splits. In case the gain or offset is incorrectly estimated and corrected for or
in case there is significant (Gaussian) readout noise present this assumption is violated. In
such cases it cannot be expected a priori that the two split image are uncorrelated (at high
spatial frequencies). It turns out that the 1FRC converges to a non-zero plateau for high spatial
frequencies.

We investigate the tolerances for such errors in Poisson statistics analytically here by writing
the incorrectly observed photon count nk of pixel k as a function of the expected photon count µk:

nk = g′µk + O′ + g′sk, (11)

where g′ = g/gest is the ratio of the true gain g and the estimated gain gest = g + ∆g:

g′ =
g

gest
=

1
1 + ∆g/g

, (12)

where O′ is the difference between the true offset O and the estimated offset Oest = O + ∆O:

O′ =
O − Oest

gest
= −
∆O
gest

, (13)

and where sk is the noise. For correctly estimated gain and offset we have nk = µk. Now we can
Fourier transform Eq. (11) to find

n̂k = g′ µ̂k + KO′δk0 + g′ŝk, (14)

where δk0 denotes the delta peak at zero spatial frequency and K was the total number of pixels.
The expected photon count satisfies µ̂k = Ĥkx̂k with Ĥk the Optical Transfer Function (OTF) and
xk the fluorescent object. For large spatial frequencies, beyond the cutoff spatial frequency, we
thus have n̂k = g′ŝk. According to mixed Poisson-Gauss statistics the noise correlation between
pixels j and k is:

⟨sjsk⟩S =
(︂
µk + σ

2
)︂
δjk, (15)

with σ the root mean square readout noise, and where the subscript ’S’ indicates the expectation
value for the the physically measured image signal.
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The random binomial splitting gives pixel photon counts n(1)k and n(2)k = nk − n(1)k , where n(1)k
follows from the binomial distribution for nk tries with success rate p = 1/2. At this point it is
convenient to introduce a new random variable wk defined via:

wk = n(1)k −
1
2

nk =
1
2

nk − n(2)k . (16)

Now the expectation values over the binomial distribution are:

⟨wk⟩B = 0, (17)

⟨wjwk⟩B =
1
4

nkδjk, (18)

where the subscript ’B’ indicates the expectation value over the random binomial split.
Taking the FT of the random variable wk gives ŵk, with expectation value:

⟨
|︁|︁ŵj

|︁|︁2⟩B = 1
4

Kn̂0, (19)

with n̂0 the average estimated photon count per pixel. Taking a further expectation value over the
measured image signal results in:

⟨⟨
|︁|︁ŵj

|︁|︁2⟩B⟩S = 1
4
⟨n̂0⟩S =

1
4

K (g′ µ̂0 + O′) , (20)

with µ̂0 the average expected photon count per pixel. For the FT of the noise we similarly find
that:

⟨
|︁|︁ŝj
|︁|︁2⟩S = K

(︂
µ̂0 + σ

2
)︂

. (21)

Now we have everything in place to compute the 1FRC plateau for high spatial frequencies,
beyond the cutoff spatial frequency.

The nominator of the 1FRC depends on:

Re
{︂
n̂(1)k n̂(2)∗k

}︂
=

1
4
|n̂k |

2 − |ŵk |
2 . (22)

Taking the expectation value over the binomial data splitting procedure gives:

⟨Re
{︂
n̂(1)k n̂(2)∗k

}︂
⟩B =

1
4

(︂
|n̂k |

2 − Kn̂0

)︂
. (23)

Taking a further expectation value over the mixed Poisson-Gauss distribution of the measured
image signal gives:

⟨⟨Re
{︂
n̂(1)k n̂(2)∗k

}︂
⟩B⟩S =

1
4

(︂
⟨|n̂k |

2⟩S − K⟨n̂0⟩S

)︂
=

1
4

(︂
|g′µk + KO′δk0 |

2
+ g′2⟨|sk |

2⟩S − K⟨n̂0⟩S

)︂
=

1
4

(︂
|g′ µ̂k + KO′δk0 |

2
+ g′2K

(︂
µ̂0 + σ

2
)︂
− g′K µ̂0 − KO′

)︂
.

(24)

For high spatial frequencies, beyond the cutoff spatial frequency, we then find:

⟨⟨Re
{︂
n̂(1)k n̂(2)∗k

}︂
⟩B⟩S →

1
4

K
(︂
g′ (g′ − 1) µ̂0 − O′ + g′2σ2

)︂
. (25)
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A similar derivation for the terms in the denominator of the 1FRC results in an expectation
value over the binomial distribution of the data split:

⟨Re
{︃|︁|︁|︁n̂(1)k

|︁|︁|︁2}︃⟩B = ⟨Re
{︃|︁|︁|︁n̂(2)k

|︁|︁|︁2}︃⟩B = 1
4

(︂
|n̂k |

2 + Kn̂0

)︂
. (26)

The subsequent expectation value over the mixed Poisson-Gauss distribution of the measured
image signal gives:

⟨⟨Re
{︃|︁|︁|︁n̂(1)k

|︁|︁|︁2}︃⟩B⟩S = 1
4

(︂
|g′ µ̂k + KO′δk0 |

2
+ g′2K

(︂
µ̂0 + σ

2
)︂
+ g′K µ̂0 + KO′

)︂
.

For high spatial frequencies, beyond the cutoff spatial frequency, we find:

⟨⟨Re
{︃|︁|︁|︁n̂(1)k

|︁|︁|︁2}︃⟩B⟩S →
1
4

K
(︂
g′ (g′ + 1) µ̂0 + O′ + g′2σ2

)︂
. (27)

The plateau for the 1FRC at these high spatial frequencies thus becomes:

1FRC →
g′ (g′ − 1) − O′/µ̂0 + g′2σ2/µ̂0

g′ (g′ + 1) + O′/µ̂0 + g′2σ2 µ̂0
, (28)

which is non-zero for non-zero readout noise, even in the case of correctly estimated gain (g′ = 1)
and offset (O′ = 0), and therefore leads to errors in the estimation of the 1FRC resolution. This
equation makes it possible to make a quantitative assessment of tolerances for such deviations of
pure Poisson statistics in the imaging data.

The case of non-zero readout noise is of limited practical relevance, as for modern sCMOS
camera’s the readout noise is on the level of about one rms electrons, while typical average detected
number of photons per pixel is at least one order higher even in background regions and much
higher in foreground regions even for low light single molecule fluorescence imaging. Actually
there is a simple mitigation to deal with non-zero readout noise. The mixed Poisson-Gauss
distribution with expectation value µ and rms Gaussian noise σ is approximately Poissonian with
expectation value µ + σ2. A mitigation procedure can be to add σ2

est to the estimated photon
counts nk, where σest is the estimated rms readout noise. If we then subsequently make the
random binomial data split for each pixel, and subtract σ2

est/2 from all pixels of the two split
images, we find that the random variable wk satisfies:

⟨
|︁|︁ŵj

|︁|︁2⟩B = 1
4

K
(︂
n̂0 + σ

2
est

)︂
. (29)

The goal of this increase in the variance of the random binomial split is to cancel the rms
readout noise term in the nominator of the 1FRC. The high spatial frequency plateau then
becomes:

1FRC →
g′ (g′ − 1) − O′/µ̂0 +

(︁
g′2σ2 − σ2

est
)︁
/µ̂0

g′ (g′ + 1) + O′/µ̂0 +
(︁
g′2σ2 + σ2

est
)︁
µ̂0

, (30)

and now the readout noise term no longer leads to a non-zero value of the plateau in case of
correct estimation of gain, offset, and rms readout noise (g′ = 1, O′ = 0,σest = σ).

Taking only an error in the estimation of the gain into account we find a high spatial frequency
plateau:

1FRC →
g′ − 1
g′ + 1

=
∆g/g

2 + ∆g/g
, (31)

As the 1FRC resolution is determined from the intersection with the threshold level 1/7 = 0.143
relative gain errors ∆g/g of more than a few percent could already have an impact on the estimated
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1FRC resolution. Gain estimation, even from a single exposure, luckily can be done to about
1-2% accuracy [17] and even better from many exposures [18].

If we look at the case with only an error in the estimation of the offset we find a high spatial
frequency plateau:

1FRC →
−O′/µ̂0

2 + O′/µ̂0
=
∆O/(gµ̂0)

2 − ∆O/(gµ̂0)
. (32)

We can conclude similarly as to the gain, that the offset error should only be a few percent of
the average detected number of photons per pixel. For very sparse images this sensitivity may
become prohibitive for application of the 1FRC concept. For typical to dense images the error in
the estimation should be irrelevant [17].

3. Numerical simulations

We have tested the single image FRC concept in simulation. We have used a Matlab library
image (‘strawberries’) as example object. Next, we applied low-pass filtering with the incoherent
Optical Transfer Function with cutoff at 0.9× the maximum spatial frequency given by the image,
i.e. this corresponds to slightly oversampling with pixelsize equal to 0.9 × λ/(2NA), with λ
the wavelength and NA the Numerical Aperture. The resulting image is normalized to one and
subsequently multiplied with the average expected number of photons per pixel µ̂0. In a next step
noise is added first according to Poisson statistics, and then additional noise is added according
to Gaussian statistics with rms value σ. The outcome is multiplied with a gain g = 2 and an
offset O = 100 is added. These values are chosen as they are common values for current sCMOS
cameras. This process of adding noise is repeated M = 10 times, giving M independent noisy
simulated images. These simulated images are back converted to photon counts with different
values for the estimated gain gest and offset Oest as input for FRC computation. Standard double
image FRC curves and resolution values are computed using image j and j + 1 as input, for
j = 1, . . .M, and where we identify image j = M + 1 with image 1. Single image FRC curves of
equal average SNR values are found by first adding image j and j + 1, and then splitting the image

Fig. 1. Simulation of single and double image FRC resolution. (a) Examples of simulated
widefield images for different values of the expected average number of photons per pixel.
The gray scale bar indicates photon number. (b) Corresponding single ("1FRC") and double
("2FRC") image FRC curves. Both the mean FRC curves and the spread quantified by the
standard deviation over the M = 10 curves are plotted. The FRC resolution approaches the
diffraction limit at 2NA/λ (black arrow in right graph of panel b) as the signal strength
grows large.
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Fig. 2. Simulation of robustness single image FRC resolution. (a) Single and double image
FRC curves for different values of the estimated gain, with g = 2 as simulation ground truth.
(b) Single and double image FRC curves for different values of the estimated offset, with
O = 100 as simulation ground truth. (c) Single and double image FRC curves for different
values of the rms readout noise. (d) Single and double image FRC curves for different values
of the rms readout noise with proposed compensation scheme. Both the mean FRC curves
and the spread quantified by the standard deviation over the M = 10 curves are plotted. The
magenta dashed lines indicate the predicted 1FRC plateau for the noise dominated high
spatial frequencies according to Eq. (28).

into two independent noise halves according to the proposed procedure. The M FRC curves
provide an indication of the statistical spread. For ensuring a fair comparison between 1FRC and
2FRC curves we keep the incident photon count for the one image for 1FRC equal to the two
images for 2FRC. The threshold criterion of 1/7 takes into account the 50% SNR splitting [8].

Figure 1 shows the result of the simulation for different values of the average expected number
of photons per pixel µ̂0 and zero readout noise (σ = 0). Clearly, the 1FRC curves match very
well with the 2FRC curves. We have also tested the sensitivity to errors in the gain and offset
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estimation, and the effects of readout noise and of the proposed compensation for readout noise.
Figure 2 shows the results of these simulations. In these simulations the average expected number
of photons is taken to be µ̂0 = 250, and the ground truth gain and offset are taken to be g = 2 and
O = 100 to conform to typical settings in current sCMOS cameras. The predicted high spatial
frequency 1FRC plateau Eq. (28) is in good agreement with the simulations for different settings
for the estimated gain (compare Fig. 2(a)) and offset ( compare Fig. 2(b)). The impact of large
amounts of readout noise is also well described by Eq. (28), validating the dependence on the
square of the rms readout noise (see Fig. 2(c)). The compensation strategy in the image splitting
also works well, as can be seen in Fig. 2(d).

4. Experiment

4.1. Widefield microscopy

We have re-analyzed widefield microscopy datasets used in Ref. [5]. In short, images were
taken from 11 different ROIs of a 200 nm bead sample with a fluorescence emission wavelength
of 612 nm. The images were acquired with an IX71 Olympus inverted microscope with a
0.25/10× objective and with a 0.70/60× objective, and captured by a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER
CCD camera with pixel size 6.45 µm. Each ROI was imaged M = 20 times, and a set of dark
images was taken to subtract the offset. A gain calibration method was used to convert the
pixel values to photon count [17]. Reference FRC resolutions were computed from FRC curves
between subsequent images in the series of M images. Single image FRC resolutions were
found by first adding subsequent images in the series, and then splitting the image in two noise
independent halves following the proposed method. Figure 3 shows the resulting FRC resolutions,
indicating a good correspondence between single and double image FRC resolutions. The readout
noise compensation approach described in the Theory section was followed in view of the high
readout noise level (8 photo-electrons/pixel rms). If the compensation step in the image splitting
procedure is not followed, the 1FRC resolution values are underestimated depending on signal
level. For high signal level the underestimation can be a few 10s of nm, for low signal level up to
100s of nm, in some cases the 1FRC resolution cannot be estimated at all if the plateau offset is
higher than the 1/7 threshold. Visualization 1 and Fig. 3 show sample images and the full single
and double FRC curves. It turns out that having a plateau near zero in the single image FRC
curves at high spatial frequencies is sensitive to the gain setting within a few percent as expected
from the Theory section.

The single image FRC curves appear to be slightly decreasing with spatial frequency in the
noise dominated high spatial frequency region (compare Fig. 3(b))). The variance in Fourier
space across the M = 20 noise independent acquisitions shows a similar small decrease with
spatial frequency as well in the noise region. This indicates a small deviation from perfect
Poisson statistics, and is consistent with an image blur at the camera level. We hypothesize
that this effect is due to a camera imperfection such as crosstalk between neighbouring camera
pixels. This would slightly smear out the signal as well as the noise pattern, resulting in a
decreasing variance with spatial frequency in the noise region of Fourier space. We checked in
simulation that blurring the noisy image with a Gaussian filter with a sigma smaller than half
a pixel indeed gives rise to the same behaviour. In a next step we checked whether cameras
of a more modern make than the ORCA-ER also show such behaviour. We imaged two color
channels of a test slide (ThermoFisher FluoCells #1, Bovine Pulmonary Arterial Endothelial cells
with mitochondria labeled with MitoTracker red, emission wavelength 599 nm, and actin labeled
with Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin, emission wavelength 512 nm) with a Nikon Ti-E microscope
body with a 100×/NA1.50 objective lens, equipped with an sCMOS camera (Teledyne Kinetix,
3200×3200 pixels, pixel size 6.45 µm, below 1e median readout noise). The estimated gain
and offset were g = 3.0 and O = 100, respectively, M = 10 noise independent acquisitions were
made. Figure 4 shows the result. The negative slope of the single image FRC plateau is strongly

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.25878301
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Fig. 3. Single image FRC resolution in widefield microscopy. (a) Example of widefield
images (image ID 4). (b) Single and double image FRC curve pertaining to this image.
(c) Single image ("1FRC") and double image ("2FRC") FRC resolution values, for 11
different ROIs and two different magnification/NA values of the objectives.

reduced, and single image FRC resolution values (291.6±1.1 nm and 302.1±1.4 nm for the actin
and mitochondria channels, respectively) are close to the double image FRC resolution values
(299.5±1.4 nm and 309.0±1.0 nm for the actin and mitochondria channels, respectively).

4.2. STED microscopy

We have applied the single image FRC concept to STimulated Emission Depletion (STED) [19]
data of cellular membranes in fixed HeLa cells, stained with Nile Red, an exchangeable fluorophore
label that enables multiple acquisitions of the same structure with minimal photobleaching. The
images were acquired with an inverted TCS SP8 3X STED microscope (Leica Microsystems,
Mannheim, Germany) equipped with a 100x/1.4 NA oil immersion objective (Leica HC PL APO
CS2 - STED White). Nile Red was excited with 561 nm laser light derived from a 80 MHz pulsed
White Light Laser (Leica Microsystems, Mannheim Germany) and the stimulated emission was
performed with a 80 MHz pulsed laser emitting at 775 nm (Leica Microsystems, Mannheim
Germany). The scanning pixel size was set to 20 nm. All further details on sample preparation
and imaging settings are reported in Ref. [20]

The sample was imaged for 3 different settings with 4 repeated, noise independent acquisitions.
As a reference, a single image was captured at zero depletion laser power, i.e. this corresponds
to a regular confocal image. Single and double image FRC curves and resolution values were
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Fig. 4. Single image FRC resolution in widefield microscopy. (a) Cropped part of two-color
widefield microscopy image of test slide. (b) Single ("1FRC") and double ("2FRC") image
FRC curve pertaining to the actin (green) channel. (c) Single ("1FRC") and double ("2FRC")
image FRC curve pertaining to the mitochondria (magenta) channel. Both the mean FRC
curves and the spread quantified by the standard deviation over the M = 10 curves are
plotted.

obtained from the 4 repeated acquisitions in the same way as for the widefield data, giving 4 FRC
curves and FRC resolution values. For the reference confocal image, 5 randomly different image
splits were processed for an assessment of the statistical spread of the single image FRC curve
and resolution. Figure 5 shows the results of the analysis. It turns out that the agreement between
single and double image FRC is very well, supporting the validity of the single image FRC
concept. The FRC resolution improves with increasing depletion laser power, as expected, but
part of the potential improvement of a smaller STED spot is canceled by a decrease in collected
fluorescence signal. This results in an increase in noise level, as is apparent from the insets in
Fig. 5(b)-(e). For comparison we have plotted the predicted STED resolution [21]:

RSTED =
λ

2NA
√︁

1 + Idep/I0
(33)

where we have set I0 = 7 to make the curve fit through the first two data points, which have
high SNR. The deviation of the FRC resolution from this ultimate limit increases with depletion
laser power, because of the decrease in fluorescence signal. We also show the image resolution
according to decorrelation analysis [22]. These resolution estimates are a bit higher than the
FRC based estimates, but give the same trend as a function of depletion laser power.

4.3. Rescan confocal microscopy and image scanning microscopy

We analyzed images of a single sample of the so-called synaptonemal complex acquired with both
with a Zeiss Airyscan setup, based on the Image Scanning Microscopy (ISM) super-resolution
technique [13], and with a Rescan Confocal Microscopy (RCM, confocal.nl) setup [12] operating
on a Nikon microscope body. The two microscopes had somewhat different imaging parameters,
in particular the numerical aperture (NA = 1.40 for Zeiss and NA = 1.45 for Nikon) and the back
projected pixel size (a = 42.6 nm for Zeiss and a = 43.3 nm for Nikon). The higher NA of the
Nikon machine implies that more light is collected for the same exposure time and that the depth
of focus is smaller. The emission wavelength of the used fluorophore was 520 nm. The same
datasets were used in the study of the concept of an ideal OTF and application thereof in Wiener
filtering [23]. A detailed description of the data processing steps to construct the confocal and
ISM images from the separate Airyscan detector segments can be found there.

The gain and offset corrected data are split into two noise-independent halves with the random
binomial splitting procedure and the single image FRC curves are subsequently computed, giving
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Fig. 5. Single image FRC on STED data. (a) STED image of HeLa cells labelled with Nile
Red, sowing the mitochondrial ultrastructure. (b)-(e) Insets (red square in (a)) at different
depletion laser powers. (f) Single and double image FRC curves for different depletion laser
powers. Both the mean FRC curves and the spread quantified by the standard deviation over
the M = 4 curves are plotted. (g) Single and double image FRC resolution as a function of
laser power, in comparison to STED resolution formula Eq. (33), and decorrelation analysis
[22].

finally rise to a set of 1FRC resolution values. The 1FRC curves for the confocal/ISM dataset
have a plateau at high spatial frequencies that is very nearly zero (median value -0.004 above
widefield/confocal diffraction limit), whereas the 1FRC curves for the RCM dataset have a plateau
at high spatial frequencies that is slightly positive (median value 0.06 above widefield/confocal
diffraction limit), possibly due to effects of fixed pattern noise, giving a positive correlation offset
after the image splitting approach. This has the consequence that the 1FRC resolution for RCM
is slightly underestimated.

Figure 6 shows the results of this analysis. The 1FRC resolution for the confocal case in
focus is 191 nm, almost equal to the diffraction limit (λ/2NA = 186 nm with NA = 1.40), and
getting worse out of focus. We find comparable 1FRC values of around 159 nm for ISM in focus
and 165 nm for RCM in focus (with diffraction limit of 179 nm), 20% and 16% better than the
confocal case, respectively. This improvement factors are less than the expected factor of around√

2 but match with qualitative impressions of the images. The 1FRC resolution for the RCM
case increases steeper away from focus, which can be related to the higher NA and the resulting
lower depth of focus of the Nikon setup compared to the Zeiss setup. This can account for a
13% difference, based on the scaling of the depth of focus proportional to λ/(1 − cosα) with
sinα = NA/n, assuming a sample refractive index n = 1.515.
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Fig. 6. Single image FRC for confocal, ISM and RCM techniques. (a)-(c) Images of
synaptonemal complex with conventional confocal, ISM and RCM. (d)-(f) Insets showing the
similarly improved resolution of ISM and RCM compared to confocal. (g)-(i) Quantization
of resolution by single image FRC for a through-focus stack for confocal, ISM, and RCM.
(j)-(l) Single image FRC resolution values as a function of focus position for confocal
(NA = 1.0), ISM, and RCM.

4.4. Transmission electron microscopy

We have also tested the single image FRC concept on cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscopy
(cryo-TEM) image data. Data of mouse H-chain apoferritin were acquired with a JEM3200-FSC
microscope operated at 300 kV in zero-loss imaging mode using a 20 eV slit centered at 0 eV.
Movies were recorded over 50 frames accumulating to a total exposure of 46 e−/ Å2 with a Gatan
K2 Summit detector at 0.495 Å pixel size. Cryo-TEM data stands out because of its extremely
low signal levels. The average number of detected electrons across the frames was just 0.435
e−/pixel. The fifty frames were processed to compute M = 25 single and double image FRC
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curves by pairing even and odd frames, following practice in the TEM field. Figure 7 shows the
comparison of the resulting single and double image FRC resolution, indicating a very good
match between the two, also at extremely low signal level.

Fig. 7. Single and double image FRC for TEM. (a) Example image indicating the very low
signal values of TEM data. (b) Corresponding single ("1FRC") and double ("2FRC") image
FRC curves. Both the mean FRC curves and the spread quantified by the standard deviation
over the M = 25 curves are plotted. The FRC resolution values were a comparable 42.4±2.1
Å (1FRC) and 43.6±2.3 Å (2FRC).

5. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated FRC resolution derived from single images, making use of
the properties of Poisson statistics that dominate the noise behaviour. The key advantage is that it
removes the necessity to acquire pairs of images for the mere sake of image resolution assessment,
and overcomes drawbacks in sampling of a checkerboard based image splitting. We have shown
the validity and usefulness of single image FRC on different fluorescence microscopy modalities,
both scanning based and camera based, employing different photo-detectors and camera’s.

It turned out that current methods to estimate gain and offset are accurate and precise enough
to make our single image FRC approach work. The sensitivity of the image splitting procedure
to deviations from Poisson statistics offers an opportunity to eliminate the prior estimation
of gain and offset from the overall analysis. When it can be firmly established a priori that
imaging follows shot noise behaviour, then keeping the single image FRC plateau at high spatial
frequencies near zero is a means to estimate gain and/or offset. Similarly, a non-zero slope of the
single image FRC plateau can be used to detect blurring or sharpening of the underlying image
with noise governed by Poisson statistics.

The single image FRC can be applied to settings where the sample or scene is not static, e.g. a
time-series of a moving object, or when the structure of the sample is changing as in cryo-EM
during radiation exposure over time frames.

In addition to its use as a resolution metric, single image FRC can also be used in filtering
approaches and as a stopping criterion in deconvolution approaches, as outlined in Ref. [11].
The image splitting that underlies the single image FRC can also be used to establish two noise
independent inputs for a deconvolution algorithm [24]. Comparison of the two deconvolution
outputs by FRC can subsequently be used as stopping criterion for intrinsically ill-convergent
algorithms, optimizing the final image resolution that can be achieved with deconvolution. It is
imperative to split the image data in the processing pipeline when Poisson statistics applies. This
is at the raw data level, after gain and offset correction.
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In a future step, we envision the application of the random binomial splitting procedure to
methods where a higher-resolution image reconstruction is made from a set of raw images, as
in Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) [10]. There, different rotations and translations
of a spatially periodic illumination pattern result image acquisitions Ern where r = 1, 2, . . . , Mr
labels the rotations and n = 1, 2, . . . , Mt labels the translations. Typically Mr = 3 or Mr = 5
rotations and Mt = 3 (for 2D-SIM) or Mt = 5 (for 3D-SIM) translations are used. Now the
random binomial data splitting procedure can be applied to all Mr × Mt raw images separately.
All the resulting split images can then be used as input for generating two noise independent SIM
reconstructions ESIM

1 and ESIM
2 . These in turn can be used to calculate the FRC curve without

having to repeat the SIM acquisition. The image data must be split at the input level, just as for
the case of deconvolution. Splitting the outcome of an image reconstruction for computation of
an FRC curve is incorrect. In this case the reconstruction process will introduce correlations
and bias to the resolution estimate. This procedure is in accordance with best practice in single
particle analysis in cryo-electron microscopy [25].
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